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Vergalli Design&Furniture was born in

2002 as outcome

of

&

FU
RNI
TURE
An

essential

contribution

to

creativity

and

Designer Paolo Vergalli’s ten-years experience in the sector.

innovation is granted by the knowledge and the use

His gained background and the innate passion for interior

of the best hardware and software resources present

architecture gave life to a dynamic reality that has already met

in the market, utilized in the planning and the

the taste of both Italian and international customers (USA, Great

execution phases.

Britain, United Arab Emirates, Singapore).
In that regard have been realized furniture parts
Of great importance is the critic and selective choice of

that required the use of complex geometric algorithm

collaborators, from suppliers to master craftsmen that allowed

and the addition of very modern pantographs able to

achieving results very appreciated by clients; among those it’s

model shapes in the space, not conceivable before.

worth mentioning the interior design of residences and shops in

That said hereby follows some of the main creations

Bergamo, furniture of historical buildings in Venice, a realm in

to better show what anticipated in those introductory

Africa and many more works.

notes .

With the acquisition of major brands in the sector , the activity
has recently included the development of some trade

Formats

linked to the restaurants industry.
The cooperation with professional studios in the architectonic
and engineering sector allowed
to guarantee

those customers
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PRIVATE APARTMENT
The creation of the
the

outdoor

research

carried

The

surfaces

and

neutral

part

in

ones

a

interior design and furniture ( partially

as
out

game,

outdoor

well)
by

is
Vergalli

characterized

colours,
structured

the

enhances
and

by

the

result

and

the

the

the

coordinated

building

contrast

operating

rationalist

of

between

features

design

designers.

of

strong

that

the

take

setting.

Several combinations of materials different one from another, create
different levels of contrast in the reading of the architecture itself.
Have been produced as well unique pieces of complementary furniture
such

as

follows

“Bitt
the

table”

snapshots

described
made

inside

at

a

and

later

stage.

outside

the

Hereby
residence.
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PRIVATE APARTMENT
The

choices

the

finishing

made

indoors

on

materials

characterize the internal
spaces
the

according

rationalist

to
style

proposed by the designer.
The

wide

the

rooms

the

spaces

of

intensifies

modernity

of

the

minimalist colours used
with the floor in white
marble

plates

structural

,

elements

whitened

resinous

and

use

the

clear

the
in
wood

of

extra

stratified

glass

protective barriers. The
kitchen has been entirely
custom

cut

handleless

and

it’s

with

white

shiny varnished finished
recessed

grips

The

of

best

conglomerate

.

it

is

a

of

slate

with a white varnished
temperate glass back .
The enlightenment has been manufactured by Icone and supplied by Minitallux.
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PRIVATE APARTMENT

indoors
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PRIVATE APARTMENT

indoors
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Wine Cellar
Creation of a wine cellar with climate control to keep and preserve wine
in bottles.
Thanks to a close collaboration between Artisans and specialised
businesses we are able to offer detailed consultations to satisfy the
customer needs.
The ideal wine cellar requires strict conditions, in fact , due to the
delicate nature of wine and it’s ever evolving taste, it is preserved
in a protected and aerated area, in a bright, damp and breezy atmosphere
away from vibrations and strong smelling odours. From the hardware to the
type of paint used, to the wooden core, our commitment to the customer’s
design is consistent and ensures that the product reflects that which is
required.
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Wine Cellar

Exhibition
for

the

furnishings
private

wine

cellar were completely
customised

thanks

to

a broad range of high
quality

constructive

solutions.
From our smallest product
to our biggest creation,
we

maintain

high

the

standard,

same
design

and implementation, by
carefully selecting each
element

and

material

used.
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Walk-in wardrobe
This

project

made,

completely

developed

requirements
by

was

the

entire

room

and

from

the

aesthetic

usability

requested

client,
into

custom-

transforming
a

walk-in

The

considerable

number

and

accessories

has

an

wardrobe.
of

shoes

suggested

a

diversification in areas of the structure.
The central display cabinet was made out of
back-painted tempered gold-bronze glass,
and it was placed in the middle of the room in
order to create a dynamic surrounding space.
La cura del dettaglio
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Private residence
The innovation and simplicity of the design that gives life to the
bespoke furniture, blends the vision of this environment which is not
banished to this sole functional dimension; in the space vibrate elegant
lines , lights and sensations.
With particular attention paid to the client’s needs, it contributes to
the creation of a comfortable environment that focuses on the realm of
wellbeing.In these shots the study of the illumination is very visible,
aimed at shaping multiple environments thanks to the light bouncing off
different surfaces.
The contrast between the warm and cool tones makes it finally balanced on
a visual-chromatic level.
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Private residence
This space was custom-designed, taking into account two different areas:
kitchen and dining room, that ,despite being visually associated, appear
autonomous when required.
The colours tend to endorse all the rooms simultaneously, giving them a
distinct identity in relation to their intended use.
There was a need to recreate an atmosphere that was welcoming but also
refined. The attention to detail is fundamental, like the work on tonality.
A careful selection of furnishings, that meet the most different needs,
is crucial to confer importance to the living room, uniting practicality
and aesthetics.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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“Bitt ” Table
ITA - Dalla ricerca di una soluzione elegante e accattivante è stato
creato il tavolo BITT, il Designer Paolo Vergalli si è ispirato ad una
classica Bitta, utilizzata per legare i cavi di ormeggio delle imbarcazioni.
I disegni iniziali e le successive rielaborazione della forma hanno
plasmato nello spazio quella che era la sua visione progettuale
ed ora è una vera e propria opera artigianale, un PEZZO UNICO.
La raffinatezza della fattura, le linee morbide e sinuose offrono un
prezioso complemento per tutti gli ambienti ricercati, simile a un
onda il modello ha una forma affusolata, armoniosa e slanciata.
Il tavolo BITT, è realizzabile in altre varianti sia nei colori che nei
materiali (marmo, Corian). Le nostre realizzazioni vengo seguite
in tutte le fasi dello sviluppo da artigiani qualificati, particolare
attenzione è rivolta ai materiali utilizzati e alla loro finitura.

AVA I L A B L E I N M A R B L E A N D I N H I - M A C S

-

DISPONIBLE EN MARBRE

ET DANS HI-MACS

“BITT”
ENG - BITT table was created thanks to the research of an elegant
and catching solution. The Designer, Paolo Vergalli, was inspired
by a classic Bitta used to tie the moorings cables of the boats
The first sketches and the following reworked shape versions
moulded in the space what was his design vision that
now it’s a real handcrafted work, a UNIQUE EXEMPLAR.
The refinement of the workmanship, the soft and sinuous lines offer
a precious accessory for all kind of polished ambiences; the model,
similar to a wave, has a tapered, harmonious and slender shape.
BITT table can be made in other versions as far as colours and
materials are concerned
(marble, Corian). Our creations are
followed by qualified master craftsman during all their development
phases with special care to the materials used and their finishing.

-

DISPONIBILE IN MARMO

E

IN HI-MACS

FRA - Grace a une recherche pour une solution éléguante
et intéressante a été crée le tableau BITT; le dessinateur,
Paolo Vergalli, s’est inspiré d’une classique BITT, utilisée
pour
lier
les
cables
d’amarrage
des
embarcations.
Les dessins iniziales et les successives élaborations de la forme
ont permis d’aboutir à ce qui était une vision projectuable
et maintenant à une vraie oeuvre d’art, une pièce unique.
Le raffinement de la pièce , les lignes douces et sinueuses offrent un
précieux complément pour tous les espaces recherchés, comme une
vague le modéle posséde une forme fuselée, armonieuse et élancée.
Le tableau BITT, est réalisé en d’autres variantes que ce soit dans
les couleurs que dans le materiel (marbre, Corian). Nos réalisations
sont suivies par des artisans qualifiés, nous portons notre attention
particulièrement sur les matériaux utilisés et sur leur finition.
Vergalli Furniture & Design / Catalogo Visual / Copyright 2014. Tutti i diritti riservati. Le immagini riportate sono fotografie di realizzazioni effettive. Questa Brochure, inclusi i
contenuti e/o l’impaginazione, non può essere modificata e/o adattata, copiata in tutto o in parte e/o inserita in altro materiale senza l’autorizzazione scritta di Vergalli Design&Furniture.
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A

R T

E

N

A V A

L

E

UN TUFFO NELLO SHOPPING

Bitt, il design
va servito
sul tavolo a
forma di bitta
Il mare liscio come una tavola può
regalare emozioni uniche. Così come
un tavolo unico (e liscissimo) ispirato
al mare. Come quello creato da Paolo
Vergalli, giovane designer che ripropone,
in chiave stilizzata, la sagoma della bitta,
la tozza e robusta colonna (solitamente
realizzata in materiali liscissimi come
il metallo, la pietra o il legno) che si
trova sulle banchine dei porti e sui ponti
delle imbarcazioni e alla quale vengono
legati o avvolti i cavi per l’ormeggio. Un
oggetto d’arredo così profondamente
legato al mare da essere scelto per
arredare, in occasione del mese dedicato
dal Principato di Monaco alla cultura
e alla lingua italiana, uno dei saloni del
nuovo Yacht Club, firmato dall’archistar
Norman Foster. Un riconoscimento
unico per un oggetto d’arredo capace di
superare le dure selezioni per entrare a
far parte del ristretto gruppo di opere
d'arte protagoniste della “Collettiva
di artisti contemporanei italiani”,
realizzata in collaborazione con Yacht
Club Monaco nel contesto dell’evento
Yachting&art YA! 2014, prodotta da
Bernard D’Alessandri e curata da Paola
Magni. E così per tutto il mese di ottobre
il Bitt, com’è stato chiamato il tavolo
che rielabora, stilizzandola e pulendola,
la forma di rigonfiamento simile a un
fungo tipica della bitta (per evitare che
il cavo o la gassa si sfilino dall’ormeggio

quando è in trazione) sarà una delle attrazioni del nuovo
Yacht Club, affacciato sul porto dal lato opposto alla
vecchia struttura, con un’architettura che vuole ricordare
per dimensioni e forme quelle di un raffinato piroscafo.
“In realtà il tavolo continuerà ad arredare lo Yacht Club
anche quando sarà calato il sipario sul calendario degli
eventi della kermesse ideata dall’ambasciatore Antonio
Morabito e giunta alla sua quarta edizione”, sottolinea
Paolo Vergalli, orgogliosissimo che il suo dono, (un pezzo
unico realizzato in marmo e corian, materiale composito
inventato alla fine degli Anni 60, presentato a Montecarlo
nel color bianco ma realizzabile in altre varianti sia di
tonalità sia di materiali) possa essere ammirato in una
struttura architettonica dal fascino unico come quella
creata dal genio di Norman Foster. Info: www.vergalli.it
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Custom design
An elegant supply for an individual studio within a private residence
amongst the hills of Bergamo. The materials used are varied with different
combinations, the desk was made of glossy black mdf, with the support
enriched with a “full-grain” skin. The floor was purposely done using
dark wenge tinted durmast in a way that added strong character to the
room.
The importance of the windows -frames and doors-frames together with the
bleached wood ceiling contribute to the purpose of the room, creating
the perfect harmony with the shades of the surrounding environment. The
bright inside contrasts with the finishing of the covering used for the
floors

and

the main piece which distinguishes the whole motion of the

room that is the unusual office table.
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Classic style furniture
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Classic style furniture
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Atelier

“Mariage”
A

showroom-

created

for

atelier
the

has

well

Hautecoture

been
known

Florentine brand “Le Mariage”
Hautecouture; the most important
locations can be found in Ferrara,
Modena, Florence and Milan.
“Le

Mariage”

represents

an

important reference point for all
married couples. At the same time, this showroom-atelier is within a
historical building in the centre of the city of Bergamo.
The distribution of the interiors has been executed taking into
consideration the volume created by the architecture; a catwalk dedicated
to the fashion shows of new collections has been obtained under columns
and crossed dome arches.
After a careful analysis of the customer needs it has been created a
refined perfect atmosphere for the main event that sees the married couple
as undisputed protagonist.

The subtle colours, the golden leaf, the

lights that shapes the surrounding areas, the refined materials give a
unique mark full of charm.
And that is what makes the
difference: “Le Mariage”
Hautecouture
simply

offer

doesn’t
dresses

and suits but reads the
expectations and the wishes
of

the

future

married

couples.
VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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Atelier

“Mariage”

Hautecoture
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SEEDS kids clothes
In the heart of the
main

streets

Bergamo

of

arises

a

showroom

dedicated

to

children.

The

subtle

colours

and

the

the

materials

nature

distinguish

of
used
this

place; the furniture
is in bleached oak and
the floors are in resin.
Their
the

merge

makes

ambience

simple

and comfortable even
to the eyes of the
youngest
The

children.
exposition

talks to the public in a simple way but tells
about
The

features
lightings

that
is

enhance
an

the

essential

product.
part

of

our project ; the pastel colours and the
alive
but

lights
refined

integrate
furniture

with
that

the
makes

delicate
Seeds

a

brand recognizable also by its appearance.
VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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TRECO custom-made shoes shop
Treco was born with
a very modern imprint
keeping ,at the same
time, its tradition
handed down for four
generations. Custommade

shoes

are

created here.
The

welcoming

environment is rich
of materials studied
with

chromatic

combinations

of

nuances in order to
bring out the best in
the product.
It also incites the
customer’s will to
experiment

thanks

to an involving display that enhances the
materials of the products.
Intense lights value the geometry of the space
tidily arranged on several vertical displays .
The floor in oak, the furniture in veneer wood
and the stone coated central showcase, meet
the owner distribution

needs.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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NEW FORMAT at “
For
in

this
the

company,
sector

”

leader

of

fresh

pasta, we have taken part
in

the

food

definition
service

of

the

marketing

Format on commercial scale.
By

reworking

the

design

and colours typical of the
brand from Verona, we have
collaborated

with

Rana’s

staff to create the whole
innovative formula of the
restaurant
Rana”

at

in

centre

“Giovanni

the

shopping

La

Spezia.

of

The environment, the food,
the

service,

everything

is thought to involve and
satisfy

the

customer.

In a bright and stylistically
elegant

environment,the

influences

of

creativity

and

tradition,
passion

for quality live together.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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NEW FORMAT at “

”

To all this is added an undoubtedly modern touch with a strong aesthetic
impact in a very pleasant vision at a glance.
The floor covering used is in the shades of earth colour and ochre thus
creating a familiar atmosphere that gives naturalness to the entire
structure; right there is hidden the soul of the industrial equipment
needed for the preparation and cooking.
The real beating heart of the restaurant is the kitchen though where the
skilful use of copper, wood and marble kitchen ledge reminds us the times
in which it represented the centre of the house, the most important room
where sharing the cosiness of home. The challenge has been recreating
such an atmosphere in the cold environment of a shopping centre.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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NEW FORMAT at “

”

The kitchen will involve: thanks to the new formula, show cooking,
preparation takes place in front of the customer, the frontal area now
becomes the stage where every day is a show ever again, a real “food
show.
Everything is prepared and cooked in front of the customer who has to
wait only a few minutes.
This brand has been able to readjust the tradition in a modern way, and
as for his image, he focused on the traditional colors, the atmosphere
“housewife” making only his own trade mark.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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Office
These office supplies, created in the Province of Bergamo, in addition
to the typical equipment of workplaces, required a particular study
of the

connective area

that is the home of the reception desk.

This volume is deeply connoted by the staircase leading to the first floor and
it has been characterised by the contrast of colours and shades used for
the finishing and materials, intended to create together a wave-cut space.

The colour makes the framework rising upwards, even on the side, thanks to
three gold coloured panelling and three voiles in semi-transparent fabric
that create a warm ambiance and confer a strong dimensional-dynamic impact.
The

modern-functional

design

creates

a

visually

elegant

space.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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NEW FORMAT restaurant“

”

The experience acquired with Giovanni Rana has led us to the entire
creation of a restaurant for another well known brand in the commercial
and distribution fields “Riso Gallo”. The company’s operative marketing
has started in fact a chain of restaurants called “Chicchiricchi”.
Based on the visual project already designed by the Architect Matteo
THUN, we have recreated the Format he indicated inside the food court of
the shopping centre “Auchan” of Cesano Boscone, MI.
The available location, inside the shopping centre “Le Due Torri”
of Stezzano (BG), implied many geometrical and areas limits; the final
result has been the outcome of a rational distribution of the habitat
units strictly needed to the proper functioning of the restaurant. The
atmosphere intended to be created is the one of the “hearth and home”
keeping the formula of the show cooking though; the customer, in fact
chooses his dishes and related sauces.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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Views of interior 3D Render
We realize rendering interior with great attention to detail, the choice
of furniture within our vast library allows us to offer a complete
package from every point of view, to meet the different types of users
and different needs.
We study in particular pieces of
furniture to measure, we develop
our 3D models and then in the spaces
where they Ambientiamo shall be
placed so that the customer has
instant our vision.
The materials for the realization
of environments and furnishings are
played directly in the 3D display,
as it may vary Texture and color.
The resulting possibilities that
we will get will be a reproduction
of the status of the project in 3D
graphics.
On these pages we have included
some of our projects have already
been developed.
The three-dimensional rendering is a product of great visual impact and
strategic importance in the presentation of a building, a project or an
industrial product.

VERGALLI DESIGN & FURNITURE
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Views of interior 3D Render
We analyze every aspect of the design for both the exterior views for
the interior views, reconstructing every detail with the utmost fidelity.
The end result allows an accurate view of the project, the distribution
of the furniture made in 3D allows you to see the interior architectural
design proposal, this will produce
a more elaborate digital to get a
better idea of what is proposed.
And ‘possible, according to the
requests of the client, customize
the space, the colors, materials
and

furniture

to

get

to

the

preparation of the final design.
And thanks to this help design the
customer can find the right solution
for a wide variety of composition
possibilities

to

create

a

3D

environment measure, which would
be impossible with only one choice
from catalog or showroom.
Consequently, in case you need to
decorate or renovate the better the premises of a home, it becomes useful
to design and verify a preview of the graphics in three dimensions, in
this way you will get a clear idea, although virtual, as a result of your
home.
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Selected materials
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